
Introducing . . .
From smart phones to smart homes, technology has changed the way we live. Now, technology has 
changed the way we hydrate -- with ION. Enjoy ice-cold, piping hot and even SPARKLING water -- 
ION does it all! Experience Refreshingly Pure HydrationTM for yourself with ION from Nature's Best!

Good for You. Good for our Planet.

The World's First SmartCoolerTM
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1.Hygienic Design
Every glass is freshly-filtered
and instantly-chilled in ION's
proprietary Sealed Water
Pathway™ where air never
contacts the water supply.

2. InstaChill™
Dispense up to 8 gallons per
hour of ice-cold water . . .
and ION makes sure it’s 42°F
or colder. No other cooler
even comes close.

3.RapidHot™
Tea, cocoa and even instant
soups are delicious with
piping hot, freshly-filtered
water -- convenient and
ready whenever you are.

4.SodaPro™ Sparkling Water
Make it Sparkle™ with ION!
Indulge your healthy lifestyle
with the healthy alternative
to soft drinks. Try it with a twist
of lemon or lime.

5. Built-In Filtration System
A simple twist to remove the 
filter, without any tools . . . even 
without turning off the water 
supply.

6. Energy-Saving Sleepmode™ 
Why run an appliance when no 
one is using it? Schedule ION’s 
Sleepmode™ to reduce energy 
consumption anytime, 
anywhere.

7. SmartLogic™ Technology 
Take control of your hydration --
ION's custom software monitors 
your system diagnostics 24/7 
while ION's PureAlert Filter 
Monitor™ ensures that your 
water is always fresh.

8. Built-In Sparkling System
No more bulky external CO2 

tanks. Each SodaPro™ Kit 
provides up to 1,000 8-ounce 
glasses of bubbly refreshment!

The Technology of Pure Refreshment
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100% Designed, Engineered 
and Assembled in the USA 

Imagine . . .
An innovative system that replaces 
all the bottled water you could ever 
drink. 

Introducing ION -- the exciting new 
alternative to bottled water and soft 
drinks. Pure water refreshment 
without any bottles or cans! 

At the source of every delicious sip is 
ION's advanced filtration system, 
reducing a wide range of 
contaminants and transforming 
ordinary tap water into 
extraordinary refreshment.

Satisfy your thirst with a variety of 
healthy beverages: ice-cold still 
water, piping hot water for tea, 
cocoa and soup or the bubbly 
effervescence of sparkling water. 

So leave the heavy bottles and 
sugary soft drinks behind, and start 
enjoying the unlimited possibilities of 
the simple, pure refreshment that is 
ION. Good for You. 

Good for our Planet.

www.drinknaturesbest.com|855.955.BEST
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